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1 Introduction

We introduce extensions of the Walrasian mechanism for quasilinear economies for application

in economic sectors with multiple products and significant fixed costs or other non-convexities.

Two examples of such sectors are electrical power, in which products are typically distinguished

by location and time-of-day with production subject to fixed costs for generation equipment and

for ramping production up and down, and regulated fisheries, in which products are typically

distinguished by location and species with production subject to fixed costs for boats and for

travel to and from fishing locations.

A mechanism extends the Walrasian mechanism if it always returns a competitive equilibrium

when one exists and otherwise outputs an allocation and payments that achieve or approximate

the desirable properties of the Walrasian mechanism (like efficiency, individual rationality, budget

balance, and large market incentive-compatibility). We focus on extensions that use anonymous

linear prices to determine payments. Such pricing mechanisms are simple and often perceived to

be fairer than personalized payment mechanisms. Our work shows how prices can help to coor-

dinate individual decisions even in complex, non-convex markets where market-clearing prices

may not exist.

There are four main challenges to achieving practical extensions of the Walrasian mechanism.

The first is computational complexity: non-convex welfare optimization can be hard. We seek mech-

anisms for which the computations are not much harder than when value reports are restricted

to be concave and cost reports convex. The second challenge is to ensure that there are no budget

deficits. This can be problematic for non-convex problems, because it is possible that for all linear

prices, the resulting demands and supplies are always either infeasible or have production that

strictly exceeds consumption. The third challenge is to ensure individual rationality. Even when

efficient allocations can be identified, there may be no linear prices such that all agents prefer the

recommended allocation to the zero trade. The fourth and final challenge is to encourage truthful

reporting (despite rationing). In the traditional Walrasian mechanism for convex economies, a par-

ticipant can benefit from a false report only to the extent that the report alters the prices. When

agents are assigned non-preferred bundles given the price, the incentive challenge is harder, be-

cause even an agent who cannot affect prices may find it profitable to misreport in order to avoid

being rationed. The extended Walrasian mechanisms described below overcome these challenges.

Our first extensions of the Walrasian mechanism are the markup mechanisms. In a markup
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mechanism, buyers and sellers report values and costs and the mechanism returns a triple (α, p, ω)

consisting of a non-negative scalar markup α and price and allocation vectors. The allocation ω

assigns each seller one of its preferred bundles at prices p and each buyer one of its preferred

bundles at prices (1 + α)p, and agents make payments accordingly. Markup mechanisms are

further restricted to satisfy physical feasibility, so that total production of goods weakly exceeds

total consumption, and budget feasibility, so that total payments by buyers weakly exceeds the

total payments to sellers. If a competitive equilibrium exists, then α = 0 and the pair (p, ω) is

a competitive equilibrium. More generally, the minimum markup mechanism selects the markup α

to be the smallest non-negative number such that for some price-allocation pair, the physical and

budget feasibility conditions are satisfied. Because minimum markups can be hard to compute,

we focus on a simple markup mechanism, showing that our simple markups are easy to compute,

inversely proportional to the number of market participants N, and at worst proportional to both

the number of products and the “size” of the largest non-convexity in the buyers’ value functions

or the sellers’ cost functions.

Elementary economic analysis confirms that every markup mechanism is individually rational

and that, with truthful reporting, its allocation allows no further gains from trade either among

buyers or among sellers. Using our Bound Form First Welfare Theorem, we show that there is an

O(1/N) bound on the percentage welfare loss for both the simple and minimum markup mech-

anisms. The incentive properties of these two markup mechanisms with non-convex reports are

similar to those of original Walrasian mechanism restricted to convex reports. For all of these

mechanisms, if excess demand is strongly monotone (Watt, 2022), then the largest amount that

any single participant can gain by false reporting is at most of order O(1/N).1

Next, we introduce a family of rationing mechanisms, designed for sectors in which one side of

the market—say, the buyers’ side—has convex preferences. These mechanisms return a price and

feasible allocation (p, ω) such that total payments to sellers equal total receipts from buyers, but

some agents may be allocated non-preferred bundles given the prices p. To maximize welfare,

one might seek to identify a minimum-loss rationing mechanism which would minimize the total

rationing losses suffered by all agents, where an agent’s rationing loss at (p, ω) is the difference

between its payoff from a preferred bundle at price p and its payoff given its allocation in ω given

1In addition, when values (costs) are drawn i.i.d. from some underlying distribution for which the expected demand
(supply) is strongly monotone, then the maximum gain from false reporting about that value (cost) is similarly bounded
with high probability. This condition on expected demands and supplies can be helpful to prove conclusions about
models with with random values or costs (see Watt (2022) and Section 4 below).
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price p. However, we show that identifying such a mechanism requires solving the efficient alloca-

tion problem for the economy, which may be computationally intractable. Instead, we introduce a

buyers-only rationing mechanism which is computed by solving just two convex optimization prob-

lems and assigns all sellers their most preferred bundles at price vector p. If buyers have strongly

monotone demands, then the buyers-only rationing mechanisms suffers a total welfare loss of

only O(1/N) and a percentage welfare loss of O(1/N2). For this mechanism, too, we prove that

the gains from misreporting are also on the order of O(1/N).

Our analyses of welfare losses and incentives in the extended mechanisms apply our new

Bound-Form First Welfare Theorem for quasilinear economies, which applies even when no compet-

itive equilibrium exists. The theorem asserts that for any price-allocation pair (p, ω), the welfare

loss of ω is no greater than the budget deficit from allocation ω at prices p plus the sum over all

agents of the agent’s loss from receiving its ω-bundle rather than its most preferred bundles at

prices p (the rationing losses). For the special case where (p, ω) is a competitive equilibrium, this

restates the conclusion of the standard First Welfare Theorem: the welfare loss for ω is zero.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of Section 1, we consider an

example that highlights the challenges of market design with non-convexities and illustrates our

proposed mechanisms, before reviewing related literature. In Section 2, we introduce the model

and discuss known results for convex economies. In Section 3, we introduce and prove the Bound-

Form First Welfare Theorem. In Section 4, we introduce markup mechanisms. Theorem 2 shows

that the relative inefficiency of the minimum markup mechanism and an easily-computable approx-

imation thereof, is of order 1/N, while Theorem 3 establishes that these mechanisms have good

incentive properties similar to those of the Walrasian mechanism. In Section 5, we consider the

special case when one side of the market – consumers but not producers – has convex preferences

and introduce our family of rationing mechanisms. In Section 6, we conclude.

1.1 An example

To gain some intuition for the challenges and solutions, we temporarily set aside the computa-

tional challenge to focus on the other three using an example with just one good and one producer.

The producer’s technology is not convex: it can make only nonnegative integer numbers of units

at a marginal cost c = $0.50.

There are N buyers indexed n = 1, ..., N and their preferences are not convex. If the price is

low enough, buyer n would like to purchase exactly qn units of the good: buyers derive no value
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from receiving fewer than qn units and no additional value for additional units beyond qn. We

refer to qn as buyer n’s order size. Buyers have quasilinear preferences, where buyer n’s per-unit

value for the good is vn, so its utility Un(xn, t) from paying $t for xn units is

Un(xn, t) =


−t if xn < qn

qnvn − t if xn ≥ qn.

The supply and demand curves for a specific instance of this market, using the buyer values

and order sizes in Table 1, are depicted in Figure 1. Note that the supply and demand correspon-

dences fail to be lower hemicontinuous due to the non-convexities on both sides of the market.
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Figure 1: Example market

Buyer n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Unit value vn 0.97 0.9 0.85 0.79 0.65 0.63 0.42 0.3 0.2 0.18
Order size qn 0.28 0.65 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.45 0.95 0.6 0.3

Table 1: Buyer values

How should an extended Walrasian mechanism allocate this good? If a market-clearing price

exists, then any extension must assign each agent its preferred bundle at the clearing price to

implement the competitive equilibrium. In our example, if the sum of qn over all agents with
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vn ≥ 0.5 is an integer, then $0.50 is a competitive equilibrium price. However, if this sum is

non-integer, as in Figure 1, then there is no competitive equilibrium.

If there is no competitive equilibrium, a single price mechanism that nearly achieves market

clearing may seem attractive. A classic result of Starr (1969) implies that, in a non-convex market

with one good, there exists a price vector and allocation such that at most one agent is assigned an

infeasible bundle and that bundle is in the convex hull of the agent’s preferred set. The resulting

price-allocation pair is called a pseudoequilibrium. In the example of Figure 1, the pseudoequilib-

rium allocates the first six buyers their full orders and the seller must produce the resulting 3.18

units at a price $0.50, which is infeasible given the seller’s production technology. In this paper,

we limit attention to mechanisms that can select only feasible bundles for every agent.2

An alternative to this pseudoequilibrium is to round the allocation so that all agents are al-

located their preferred feasible bundles. This approach, pioneered by Starr (1969), results in an

approximate equilibrium. It is not an exact equilibrium because there is an imbalance in supply and

demand. In the market of Figure 1, at a price of $0.50, the seller has multiple preferred bundles.

It could maximize its profit by producing 4 units of the good and fulfilling the orders of the first

six buyers, resulting in an oversupply of 0.82 units of the good. Alternatively, the seller could pro-

duce 3 units, resulting in an undersupply of 0.18 units. If the approximate equilibrium allocation

exhibits undersupply, it is physically infeasible, because buyers are being promised more than the

seller has supplied. If it exhibits oversupply, then it is budget-infeasible, because it must pay the

seller more than it receives from buyers. In this paper, we consider only mechanisms for which

the outcomes are both physically feasible and budget feasible.

Given an approximate equilibrium, feasibility could in principle be restored by rationing, that

is, assigning some agents larger or smaller bundles than their most preferred ones. In the market

of Figure 1, the regulator could require the seller to produce 3 units and fulfill only the orders

associated with five of the six buyers with values above $0.50. But which agents should the mech-

anism ration? In the example of Figure 1, the most efficient choice is to ration buyer 1, who also

has the highest per-unit value of the good. If the adopted mechanism always selects the most effi-

cient rationing, buyer 1 could benefit by reporting a value of 1.1 or an order size of 0.31 so that its

reported contribution to surplus is larger than that of buyer 6. Such a report would not affect the

price, but would nevertheless be profitable, because it allows buyer 1 to avoid rationing.

2If we add free disposal for the producer, it becomes feasible for it to supply 3.18 units (by producing 4 and discard-
ing 0.82) but the producer would not be willing to do so at a price of $0.50, and at higher prices, the seller would want
to produce many more units.
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In the standard Walrasian model, each buyer is assigned a most preferred bundle at the given

prices, so a buyer can gain from a false report only if that report alters the clearing prices. Roberts

and Postlewaite (1976) show, if the equilibrium price is always unique,3 then the ability of any

single agent to influence that price tends to zero as the market grows large, and hence each agent

finds truthful reporting to be nearly optimal. In contrast, as our example illustrates, a potentially

rationed agent may have an incentive to misreport that remains bounded away from zero even as

the market grows large.

This paper offers extensions of the Walrasian mechanism with the following desirable proper-

ties:

• computations are not much harder than for the convex case, requiring only a small number

of convex optimizations,

• solutions are physically- and budget-feasible, individually rational (IR) or near-IR, and nearly-

truthful (with vanishing gains to false reports in large markets), and

• the selected outcome is a competitive equilibrium when one exists.

Our first extensions, the markup mechanisms developed in Section 4, introduce one additional

scalar parameter to the Walrasian model: a nonnegative percentage markup to be added to sell-

ers’ prices to determine the buyers’ prices. In the market of Figure 1, a markup mechanism could

use the approximate equilibrium allocation in which the seller produces 4 units of the good, re-

ceiving $0.50 per unit, and the orders of the first six buyers are filled, but at the price $0.63. The

revenue earned from sale to the buyers fully covers the seller’s cost of production, and all agents

are assigned their most preferred bundles at their respective prices. In Section 4, we show that it

is always possible to find an allocation and a markup with the property that the welfare loss com-

pared to the maximum total welfare loss is bounded by a constant independent of the number of

agents N. In general, the markup may be chosen to be O(1/N), vanishing as the market grows

large. The only computations required to approximate the minimum markup mechanism are con-

vex optimizations and a one-dimensional binary search. Moreover, because no agent is rationed

given its price vector, the incentives in this mechanism closely resemble those of the Walrasian

mechanism.
3Or more generally, if the Walrasian equilibrium price correspondence mapping economies to Walrasian prices is

continuous at the limit economy. See Section 4.3.
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If we modify this example slightly by convexifying the preferences of the buyer side, then

our rationing mechanisms can lead to a smaller welfare loss than a markup mechanism. For

suppose our buyers were willing to accept no more than qn units at the value vn (rather than exactly

qn units). Then, at the price of $0.50, the seller could supply 3 units, with buyers 1 through 5

assigned the full qn units at that price and buyer 6 assigned the remaining 0.32 units. Because

buyer 6 would prefer to purchase 0.65 units at that price, buyer 6 is rationed. In Section 5, we show

that with strongly monotone buyer demands, our buyers-only rationing mechanism changes any

single buyer’s bundle by at most O(1/N). Then, using the envelope theorem and our Bound-

Form First Welfare Theorem, we find that this rationing mechanism has O(1/N) total welfare

loss, which corresponds to a fractional welfare loss of O(1/N2). The maximum gain to any agent

from misreporting then diminishes at the same O(1/N) rate as the original Walrasian mechanism

with the additional assumption of convex costs.

1.2 Related literature

The problem of non-convexity for the existence of competitive equilibrium was discussed in a se-

ries of papers by Farrell (1959), Rothenberg (1960), Koopmans (1961) and Bator (1961). Much of

the subsequent classical literature on non-convexity in general equilibrium theory focused on con-

cepts of approximate equilibria which replace aggregate feasibility requirements with approximate

feasibility, measured in terms of distance in the commodity space between the aggregate supply

and demand, while maintaining the requirement that individual agents act optimally given the

prices. Starr (1969) showed the existence of such an approximate equilibrium in non-convex pro-

duction economies, in which the maximum imbalance is proportional to the number of goods and

a measure of non-convexity. Heller (1972) proved a similar result with an alternative measure of

non-convexity. More recently, Nguyen and Vohra (2022) proved a bound for markets with indivis-

ible goods that depends only on a measure of preference complementarity of agents. We build on

some of these results (summarizing the key results we employ in Appendix A), but depart from

this literature by requiring that any feasible mechanism must always specify a feasible outcome.

Influenced by computer scientists’ approaches to approximations in mechanism design, we will

be interested in approximate efficiency and truthfulness, rather than approximate feasibility.4

A substantial literature has focused on identifying various conditions on preferences in mar-

kets with indivisibilities, under which competitive equilibria exist despite non-convexities. Con-

4Scarf (1967) also features an approximate efficiency objective.
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tributors include Bikhchandani and Mamer (1997), Gul and Stacchetti (1999), Danilov, Koshevoy,

and Murota (2001), Sun and Yang (2006), Milgrom and Strulovici (2009), Hatfield, Kominers,

Nichifor, Ostrovsky, and Westkamp (2013), Baldwin and Klemperer (2019) and Nguyen and Vohra

(2022). Milgrom (2009) emphasizes the reporting language that agents use when goods are substi-

tutes. None of these papers treat markets with fixed costs such as those described above, in which

competitive equilibria do not generally exist. Our analysis seeks to develop practical mechanisms

for those settings.

An alternative approach to establish equilibrium existence in markets with non-convexities

is to study the large market limit with a continuum of agents. Aumann (1966) showed that the

convexity assumption is not necessary for equilibrium existence in an economy with a continuum

of traders and divisible goods, while Azevedo, Weyl, and White (2013) demonstrated a similar

result for an economy with indivisibilities. In this paper, we study mechanisms that can operate

in finite economies and investigate rates of convergence as suggestive of the potential performance

of the mechanisms. Yet another approach is to allow nonlinear or personalized pricing rules, as

explored by Wilson (1993), Chavas and Briec (2012), Azizan, Su, Dvijotham, and Wierman (2020)

and others, but mechanisms that use anonymous linear prices may sometimes be preferred for

reasons outside our models, such as familiarity and perceived fairness.

A two-price solution to equilibrium nonexistence has also been proposed in a contempora-

neous contribution of Feldman, Shabtai, and Wolfenfeld (2021). The key difference between our

approaches is the structure and role of the two prices: Feldman et al. (2021) consider (one-sided)

exchange economies in which buyers who are allocated a good face one price for the good and

buyers who are not allocated a good face a different price for the same good. The role of the two

prices in their mechanism is to prevent buyers from wanting to change their bundle of goods from

the one allocated by the market designer. We restrict attention to mechanisms that use the same

price vector for all buyers (and similarly all sellers) regardless of whether they are allocated a

good, which makes achieving incentive-compatibility more difficult.

Our study is motivated by several important applies of linear pricing mechanisms with non-

convex production. In particular, we have taken inspiration from the novel market design for fish-

eries rights in New South Wales, Australia, introduced by Bichler, Fux, and Goeree (2018, 2019),

in which the need to implement sustainable catches led to exit of fishing boats, with an associ-

ated loss of fixed costs. Other sectors with non-convexities that have used linear prices electricity

generation, with their large start-up and ramping costs, radio spectrum, where geographical com-
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plementarities can cause exposure problems.5

Notation In this paper, we will view consumption and production bundles as vectors in Eu-

clidean space RL, and let x · y denote the standard inner product of x and y and ‖x‖ =
√

x · x

denote the Euclidean norm of x. We use ≥ to denote the partial order on RL so that x ≥ y

if and only if x` ≥ y` for ` = 1, ..., L. The set RL
+ is {x ∈ RL : x ≥ 0}. The radius of

a set S ⊆ RL is defined by rad(S) = infx∈RL supy∈S ‖x − y‖ (intuitively, the greatest distance

from the “center” of the set). The notation | · | represents either the absolute value (if its ar-

gument is a number) or the cardinality (if its argument is a set). The Hausdorff distance be-

tween sets S, S′ ⊆ RL is denoted dH and is defined by letting dist(x, S) = infy∈S ‖x − y‖ and

dH(S, S′) = max{supx∈S′ dist(x, S), supx∈S dist(x, S′)}.

The convex hull of a set S ⊆ RL is denoted by co(S) = {x ∈ RL : x = λy + (1− λ)z for y, z ∈

S and λ ∈ [0, 1]}. The upper concave envelope of f : S → R is the function cav( f ) : co(S) → R

which is the (pointwise) smallest concave function g on co(S) that satisfies g(x) ≥ f (x) for all

x ∈ S. The lower convex envelope of f : S → R is the function vex( f ) : co(S) → R which is the

largest convex function g on co(S) that satisfies g(x) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ S.

We make regular use of the asymptotic notation due to Knuth (1976). For functions f and g

both mapping R to R, we write f (x) = O(g(x)) if lim supx→∞
| f (x)|
g(x) < ∞; f (x) = Ω(g(x)) if

lim infx→∞
| f (x)|
g(x) > 0; and f (x) = Θ(g(x)) if f (x) = O(g(x)) and f (x) = Ω(g(x)). We write

f (x) = OP(g(x)) if there is some M > 0 such that limx→∞ Pr
(
| f (x)/g(x)| > M

)
= 0.

2 Model and preliminaries

2.1 Model

We employ a Walrasian model with a set of buyers N and a set of firms or sellers F, both finite.

Together A = N ∪ F is the set of agents. There are L varieties of consumable goods and a numeraire,

money.

Each buyer n ∈ N chooses a consumption bundle in X, a compact subset of RL
+ containing 0,

called the consumption possibility set. Buyer n has quasilinear preferences6 over bundles in X with

5See Liberopoulos and Andrianesis (2016) for a summary of pricing mechanisms used in electricity markets with
non-convexities, most of which include “uplift” (or side-payments) in addition to linear pricing, and Ausubel and
Milgrom (2002) for a discussion of complementarities in spectrum auctions.

6The quasilinearity assumption allows our analysis to abstract from income effects, as is usual in mechanism design
analyses. For more discussion of the role of income effects see Morimoto and Serizawa (2015).
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a continuous valuation function un : X → R, so that the buyer’s utility associated with receiving

allocation xn and paying t is Un(xn, t) = un(xn) − t. We suppose that the valuation functions

are bounded, nondecreasing with respect to the partial order ≥ on RL
+ and normalized so that

un(0) = 0. We let U be the space of possible valuation functions for the buyers, which we assume

is admissible in the sense of Aumann (1963).7

Each seller f ∈ F chooses a production bundle in the production possibility set Y, a compact

subset of RL
+ containing 0. Seller f has a cost function8 c f : Y → R+ which allows us to write f ’s

profit from producing y f ∈ Y and receiving payment t as π f (y f , t) = t− c f (y f ). The cost functions

are nondecreasing with respect to the partial order≥ on RL
+ and normalized so that c f (0) = 0. Let

C be the space of sellers’ cost functions, which we also assume to be admissible.

An economyE consists of buyers with their valuation functions and sellers with their cost func-

tions, so that we may write E = 〈N, (un)n∈N , F, (c f ) f∈F〉. When it is clear, we use the shorthand

E = 〈N, F〉. At times, it is also convenient to associate E with the normalized counting measures

µ on U and ν on C defined by

µ(un) =
# of buyers in E with valuation function un

|N| ,

χ(c f ) =
# of sellers in E with cost function c f

|F| ,

and to let φ = |F|
|N| , so that 〈N, µ, φ, χ〉 is an alternative specification of economy E.

Throughout, we will suppose that agent types—that is, the valuation functions un of buyers

and cost functions c f of sellers—are private information, but U,C, |N| and |F| are common knowl-

edge. In some results, we specialize to an independent private valuations (IPV) model, in which

buyer types are drawn i.i.d. from a common knowledge distribution µ on U and seller types are

drawn i.i.d. from common knowledge χ on C.

Allocations and efficiency An allocation ω = ((xn)n∈N , (y f ) f∈F) is an assignment of consump-

tion bundles xn ∈ X to each buyer n ∈ N and production bundles y f ∈ Y to each seller f ∈ F. An

allocation is feasible if ∑n∈N xn ≤ ∑ f∈F y f . We denote by Ω the set of all feasible allocations.

7That is, it is possible to define a measure on U, equipped with an appropriate σ-algebra. For example the set
of bounded, continuous functions on a compact subset of RL is admissible, as is the set of bounded functions with
discontinuities of the first kind, or more generally, any subset of a Baire class (Aumann, 1963).

8Note that sellers in this economy could equivalently be thought of as buyers with valuations−c f (y f ) and payments
−t. However, we will be interested in mechanisms that may charge buyers and sellers different prices, and so it is
convenient to distinguish the two groups in our notation.
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We define the surplus S(ω) associated with allocation ω ∈ Ω by

S(ω) = ∑
n∈N

un(xn)− ∑
f∈F

c f (y f ).

The efficient allocation problem is to solve

max
ω∈Ω

S(ω), (P)

with a solution denoted by ω∗ ∈ arg maxω∈Ω and the resulting surplus S∗ = S(ω∗).

For any allocation ω ∈ Ω, we will refer to S(ω)−S∗ as the deadweight loss of ω and the ratio
S(ω)−S∗

S∗ as the percentage loss at ω.9

Pricing rules To extend the Walrasian mechanism to a wider class of anonymous linear prices,

we allow two different price vectors pb, ps ∈ RL
+ for buyers and sellers such that if any buyer n

purchases a bundle x, it makes a payment of t = pb · x and if seller f supplies y, it receives a

payment of t = ps · y.

Denote buyer n’s utility by Un(x, pb · x) = un(x)− pb · x. Its demand correspondence Dn : RL
+ ⇒

X maps each price vector pb to the set of utility-maximizing bundles Dn(pb). Its indirect utility

function is ûn(pb) = maxx∈X un(x)− pb · x. Similarly, denote seller f ’s profit by π f (y, ps · y) and

its supply correspondence by S f : RL
+ ⇒ Y, which maps each price vector ps to the set of profit-

maximizing bundles S f (ps). Its indirect profit function is π̂ f (ps) = maxy∈Y ps · y− c f (y).

2.2 Convex quasilinear economies

Convexity is defined with respect to the set of payoff-improving allocations for an agent in the

economy. The ū-upper contour set of buyer n ∈ N is defined by

UCū
n = {(x, t) ∈ X×R : Un(x, t) ≥ ū},

while the π̄-upper contour set of seller f ∈ F is given by

UCπ̄
f = {(y, t) ∈ Y×R : π f (y, t) ≥ π̄}.

9Later we will make assumptions to rule out cases where S∗ = 0 so that this ratio is well-defined.
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We say that buyer n has convex preferences if X is convex and UCū
n is convex for all ū ∈ R, which

is equivalent to the quasiconcavity of Un and the concavity of the valuation function vn. Seller f

has convex technology if Y is convex and UCπ̄
f is convex for all π̄ ∈ R, which is equivalent to the

quasiconcavity of π f and the convexity of cost function c f .

Under the assumption of quasilinearity and the convexity of agents’ preferences and technolo-

gies, we have the following statement of the fundamental welfare theorems of Arrow (1951) and

Debreu (1951). 10

Proposition 1. Suppose in (quasilinear) economy E that all buyers n ∈ N have convex preferences and

all sellers f ∈ F have convex technologies. Then a feasible allocation ω ∈ Ω is efficient if and only if

there exists p ∈ RL
+, p 6= 0 such that for all n ∈ N, xn ∈ Dn(p); for all f ∈ F, y f ∈ S f (p); and

∑n∈N p · xn = ∑ f∈F p · y f . The pair (p, ω) is a competitive or Walrasian equilibrium.

2.3 Measures of non-convexity and approximate equilibria

The non-convexity of a set S can be measured in several ways by comparing S and co(S). We will

work with the following measures of non-convexity of a set:

• The inner radius of S is r(S) = supx∈co(S) infT⊆S:x∈co(T) rad(T).

• The inner distance of S is ρ(S) = supx∈co(S) infy∈S ‖x− y‖.

For a convex set S, r(S) = 0 = ρ(S). The two functions, which are illustrated in Figure 2, measure

the size of the set of points in co(S) but missing from S.

The non-convexity of the preferences of buyer n ∈ N may be measured by the largest in-

ner radius or inner distance of their upper contour sets, that is rn = supū∈R r(UCū
n) or ρn =

supū∈R ρ(UCū
n). Similarly, the non-convexity of the technology of seller f ∈ F may be measured

by r f = supπ̄∈R r(UCπ̄
f ) or ρ f = supπ̄∈R ρ(UCπ̄

f ). Let rE and ρE denote the largest of such mea-

sures among all the buyers and sellers in economy E.

10The statement of Proposition 1 is stronger than the classic statements of the welfare theorems in the ‘only if’
direction, which is possible due to the quasilinear form of the utility and profit functions. Without quasilinear-
ity or an alternative assumption, it may only be possible to find prices so that agents are expenditure-minimizing
for a given level of utility or profit, that is, a price quasiequilibrium with transfers. With quasilinearity and con-
vexity, the efficient allocation program is a convex program. Since there exists a feasible allocation, Slater’s The-
orem (see, for example, Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004)) implies strong duality. A solution p∗ to the dual pro-
gram, infp∈RL

+
∑n∈N ûn(p) + ∑ f∈F π̂ f (p), and an efficient allocation ω∗ comprise a saddle point for the Lagrangian

L(ω, p) = ∑n∈N un(xn) − ∑ f∈F c f (y f ) − p ·
(

∑n∈N xn −∑ f∈F y f

)
, so that for any ω ∈ Ω, L(ω, p∗) ≤ L(ω∗, p∗).

Because the Lagrangian is separable across agents, the saddle point condition implies x∗n ∈ Dn(p∗) and y∗f ∈ S f (p∗).
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Figure 2: Measures of non-convexity of a set

When agents’ upper contour sets are not convex, the second welfare theorem may not hold and

there may be no competitive equilibrium. Proposition 2, the Shapley-Folkman Lemma, assists in

identifying allocations which are nearly competitive equilibria.

Proposition 2 (Shapley-Folkman Lemma11). Let Si ⊆ RL for i = 1, ..., M, S =
⊕M

i=1 Si and L′ =

min(L, M). Then for any x ∈ co(S), x = ∑N
i=1 xi where xi ∈ co(Si) and |i : xi ∈ co(Si) \ Si| ≤ L′.

Moreover, there exists y, y′ ∈ S such that ‖x− y‖ ≤ rE
√

L′ and ‖x− y′‖ ≤ ρEL′.

Proposition 2 has been used to establish results about approximate equilibria, which are con-

structed as follows. First, consider a convexified version of the non-convex economy in which the

upper contour sets of all agents are replaced by their convex hulls. This is equivalent to replacing

the buyers’ valuation functions by their upper concave envelopes and sellers’ cost functions by

their lower convex envelopes. The convexified economy Ê is then

Ê = 〈N, (cav(un))n∈N , F, (vex(c f )) f∈F〉.

The convexified economy has a competitive equilibrium which is efficient (according to the con-

cavified valuation functions and convexified cost functions) by Proposition 1. Since the convexi-

fied economy’s efficient allocation problem is a relaxation12 of the same problem for the original

economy, the efficient surplus of the convexified economy is an upper bound on the efficient sur-

11It is perhaps most accurate to refer only to the result in the second sentence of Proposition 2 as the Shapley-Folkman
Lemma, althought it was first reported by Starr (1969) as a result of private communication with Lloyd Shapley and
Jon Folkman. Starr (1969) then proved the first half of sentence three of Proposition 2, while Heller (1972) proved the
second half. For simplicity, we will refer to the whole of Proposition 2 as the Shapley-Folkman Lemma.

12That is, the constraint set is weakly larger than the original constraint set and the objective function is pointwise
weakly larger than the original objective.
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plus of the original economy. We call the resulting price-allocation pair (p, ω) a pseudoequilibrium

of the actual economy E. Proposition 2 implies that ω can be chosen so at most L′ agents in E

are not utility- or profit-maximizing at ω given prices p and that there is a nearby allocation ω′

such that all agents are maximizing given prices p,13 but markets may not exactly clear at ω′. The

price-allocation pair (p, ω′) is called an approximate equilibrium.

Pseudoequilibria and approximate equilibria describe allocations rather than mechanisms.

These allocations can be infeasible or may impose large losses on some agents. We utilize these

ideas to devise mechanisms that are computable, select feasible allocations, and have the other

desirable properties that we listed earlier.

3 Rationing, inefficiency and incentives

When competitive equilibrium does not exist, no feasible allocation is supported by a single

anonymous price vector that is the same for buyers and sellers. Feasibility can be restored only

by varying the price vector for one side of the market or by rationing some agents, which means

requiring them to accept a bundle that is not most preferred at the specified prices. Given an al-

location and prices, we measure the extent of rationing for buyers and sellers by their rationing

losses, which are defined as the excess of the payoff an agent would obtain from its most preferred

bundle given the prices compared to the payoff it receives in the prescribed allocation.

Definition 3.1. The rationing loss Rn(p, x) of buyer n at price p and allocation x is

Rn(p, x) = ûn(p)−Un(x, p · x).

The rationing loss R f (p, y) of seller f is

R f (p, y) = π̂ f (p)− π f (y, p · y).
13To see this, note that if a buyer is assigned a bundle xn in ω that is not utility-maximizing at p, then xn must be the

convex combination of bundles (x′n) in X which are exposed points in un (i.e. where cav(un) = un), and that the agents in
the convexified economy must be indifferent between xn and these bundles. That is, the concavified portions of buyers’
utility functions consist of (patches of) hyperplanes, and if an agent is assigned a bundle on such a patch, then the price
vector must be normal to that hyperplane. This implies that the original buyer must be maximizing at bundles in (x′n),
which are on the relative boundaries of the patch of hyperplane.
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The rationing losses of allocation ω = ((xn)n∈N , (y f ) f∈F) at price p is defined by

R(p, ω) = ∑
n∈N

Rn(p, xn) + ∑
f∈F

R f (p, y f ).

If competitive equilibrium does not exist, any price-allocation pair must entail rationing or

wasted supply (and thus budget deficit) or both. In our first main result, we show that the extent

of such rationing and budget losses fully characterize the efficiency of the allocation.

Theorem 1 (Bound-Form First Welfare Theorem). Let p ∈ RL
+ be a price vector and ω = ((xn)n∈N , (y f ) f∈F)

be any allocation. Then, the deadweight loss of allocation ω satisfies

S∗ −S(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
deadweight loss

≤ R(p, ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rationing loss

+ p ·

∑
f∈F

y f − ∑
n∈N

xn


︸ ︷︷ ︸

budget deficit

.

Proof. Fix any efficient allocation ω∗. By the definitions of indirect utility and consumer surplus,

the following must hold for any prices:

ûn(p) ≥ un(x∗n)− p · x∗n

π̂ f (p) ≥ p · y∗f − c f (y∗f ).

Summing these inequalities, we obtain

∑
n∈N

ûn(p) + ∑
f∈F

π̂ f (p) + p ·

∑
n∈N

x∗n − ∑
f∈F

y∗f

 ≥ ∑
n∈N

un(x∗n)− ∑
f∈F

c f (y∗f ) = S∗.

Since ω∗ is feasible, the third term on the left side is nonpositive, so

∑
n∈N

ûn(p) + ∑
f∈F

π̂ f (p) ≥ S∗

Subtracting S(ω) and applying the definitions,

S∗ −S(ω) ≤ ∑
n∈N

ûn(p) + ∑
f∈F

π̂ f (p)−S(ω) = R(p, ω) + p ·

∑
f∈F

y f − ∑
n∈N

xn

 ,

which is what we sought to prove.
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The Bound-Form First Welfare Theorem extends the First Welfare Theorem for quasilinear

economies by applying to any price-allocation pair (p, ω) rather than just to competitive equilibria.

If (p, ω) is such an equilibrium, then both the budget deficit and the rationing losses are zero, so

the theorem asserts that the welfare loss is zero, or equivalently that any Walrasian equilibrium is

efficient.

One interpretation of the First Welfare Theorem is that prices act as a “certificate of optimality”:

if supporting prices exist for some allocation, then that allocation is efficient. As Scarf (1994)

lamented, in the absence of convexity, there is, in general, no such optimality test. However, one

interpretation of Theorem 1 is as an approximate optimality test: if we can have a price-allocation

pair for which the rationed surplus plus the net budget deficit is small, then the given allocation

is approximately efficient. Theorem 1 is also begins to link incentives to efficiency: since for any

fixed price, agents would prefer not to be rationed, Theorem 1 suggests that a pricing mechanism

with little rationing and in which individual agents have little influence over prices will have

both good incentive properties and small deadweight losses. This observation is the key to our

extensions in Sections 4 and 5.

4 Two-sided non-convexities: the markup mechanism

4.1 Pricing mechanisms and approximate mechanism design

We study direct pricing mechanisms that map profiles of reports of sellers’ cost functions (c f ) f∈F

and buyers’ value functions (un)n∈N to a feasible allocation ω ∈ Ω and anonymous prices for

buyers and sellers, p = (pb, ps).14 We also require the mechanism to be budget-feasible so that for

all report profiles, ps ·∑ f∈F y f ≤ pb ·∑n∈N xn. We do not delve into the important question of how

agents communicate their potentially complicated costs and values to the mechanism.15

For convenience, we restate some familiar definitions. A pricing mechanism is

(a) efficient if the output allocation ω is an efficient allocation given the reported value and cost

functions,
14We choose not to consider randomized mechanisms, both because these are unnecessary to achieve our objectives

and because they raise daunting practical issues, including most importantly very high trust requirements in the mech-
anism designer and the possible failure of ex post individual rationality for ex ante individually rational lotteries.

15The design of reporting languages to report complex preferences for economic mechanisms has been studied by
Milgrom (2009), Bichler, Goeree, Mayer, and Shabalin (2014), Bichler, Milgrom, and Schwarz (2022) and others.
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(b) ex post incentive-compatible (EPIC) if truthful reporting is an ex post Nash equilibrium of the

reporting game induced by the mechanism,

(c) interim incentive-compatible (IIC) if truthful reporting maximizes each agents’ expected pay-

offs under the mechanism, and

(d) individually-rational (IR) if, given reported value and cost functions, the allocation and prices

determined by the mechanism delivers each agent a payoff (utility or profit) no worse than

non-participation (here, 0).

It is typically impossible for a mechanism to exactly satisfy these desirable properties; instead, we

seek mechanisms satisfying appropriate approximations to these goals. A pricing mechanism is

(a) ε-nearly-efficient if the deadweight loss of ω is bounded by ε given the reports,

(b) ε-EPIC if truthful reporting is an ε-ex post Nash equilibrium,

(c) ε-IIC if, for each agent, the expected payoff associated with any report in the mechanism is

no more than ε greater than that of the truthful report, and

(d) ε-individually-rational if each agent obtains a payoff of at least −ε given its report.

A well-known pricing mechanism is the Walrasian mechanism, which inputs reports of value

and cost functions and outputs a Walrasian equilibrium price and allocation. There may be mul-

tiple Walrasian equilibria - in this case, we suppose that the mechanism designer has a predeter-

mined rule for selecting among them (and we make a similar assumption when multiplicity arises

in the other mechanisms discussed in this paper). Walrasian mechanisms are efficient, individu-

ally rational and have good large-market incentive properties (discussed in Section 4.3).

We are interested in extensions of the Walrasian mechanism that also perform well in large

markets, so that these approximations depend on |N|. Let Et = 〈Nt, µt, φt, χt〉 be a sequence of

economies indexed by t = 1, 2, .... We make the following additional assumptions as the economy

grows large.

Assumption 1 (Existence of limit economy). As t→ ∞, |Nt| → ∞ and φt → φ ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore,

µt converges weakly to probability measure µ∞ on U and χt converges weakly to measure χ∞ on C.

Assumption 2 (Individual non-convexities are bounded). There exists R > 0 with REt < R for all t.
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Assumption 3 (Growing gains from trade). As t→ ∞, the efficient surplus S∗t grows at least as quickly

as |Nt| asymptotically, that is, S∗t = Ω(|Nt|). Since utilities are bounded, equivalently, S∗t = Θ(|Nt|).

Assumption 4 (Prices are bounded). There exists M > 0 such that dH

(
∑n∈Nt

Dn(p), ∑ f∈Ft
S f (p)

)
≥

R for sufficiently large t and p ∈ RL
+ such that ‖p‖ < 1

M or ‖p‖ > M.

Assumption 1 asserts that the only important variation in economies in the sequence is their

scale: the proportions of various types converge to a limit. Assumption 2 asserts that there is

a uniform bound on the size of any non-convexity across the sequence of markets, so no single

firm’s or consumer’s non-convexity can be problematic in a large economy.16 Assumption 3 is

the condition that the efficient surplus per participant is bounded away from zero. Assumption 4

implies the compactness of the set of possible prices for which the aggregate demand and supply

to be close to equal, so that pseudoequilibrium prices do not tend to zero or infinity in large

economies.

4.2 Markup mechanisms

We now introduce our first class of new mechanisms, the markup mechanisms. These mechanisms

maintain the no-rationing property of the Walrasian mechanism. If agents are unrationed, it may

be impossible to find allocations in which all supply is demanded by buyers. In order to permit

for this non-market clearing, a markup on the prices paid by buyers is used to cover payments for

any unallocated supply.

Definition 4.1 (Markup mechanisms). A markup mechanism outputs a Walrasian equilibrium if it

exists, or else a triple (α, p, ω) consisting of a markup parameter α ≥ 0, a price p ∈ RL
+ and a

feasible allocation ω such that:

(a) payments for sellers are determined by price vector p and sellers are not rationed given these

prices, so y f ∈ S f (p);

(b) payments for buyers are determined by price vector (1 + α)p and buyers are not rationed

given these prices, so xn ∈ Dn((1 + α)p); and

(c) budgets are balanced, so ∑n∈N(1 + α)p · xn −∑ f∈F p · y f ≥ 0.
16It suffices here to assume that the consumption possibility set X does not grow with t, since R ≤ rad(X).
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In order to minimize losses, a markup mechanism would ideally use an α close to zero and

leave few goods unallocated. This follows by applying Theorem 1 at the price-allocation pair

(p, ω): if few goods are unallocated, the budget deficit at price p is small, while if prices p and

(1+ α)p are close, the rationing losses for each buyer at price p are small. This latter claim follows

by an envelope theorem argument, which formalized in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. Let bundle x be demanded by buyer n at price p, so x ∈ Dn(p). Consider some other price

p′ 6= p. Then the rationing loss of buyer n at allocation x given price p′, Rn(x, p′) is O(‖p− p′‖).

If computational challenges were not a concern, a market designer may seek to identify a

markup mechanism with the smallest loss, which we call a minimum markup mechanism. Zero

markups and zero budget imbalance are exactly achievable whenever Walrasian equilibria exist,

so that the minimum markup mechanism reduces in that case to a Walrasian mechanism. How-

ever, solving for the minimum markup mechanism in non-convex economies can be a difficult

non-convex optimization problem, requiring optimization over both the space of allocations and

prices. We now show that an O(1)-nearly-efficient markup mechanism can be identified using

only convex optimization problems and a one-dimensional binary search. Before providing a

technical description of this pricing mechanism and its analysis, we sketch intuitively the steps of

our approach.

For a fixed α, we select (p, ω) to be the equilibrium price-and-allocation pair of a related econ-

omy with three changes from the actual economy: (1) every buyers’ value function is replaced by

the smaller function un/(1 + α), (2) all values and costs are then replaced by their concave or con-

vex hulls, respectively,17 and (3) we add demand for each good by the auctioneer in the amount of

R := min{rE
√

L, ρEL}. Step (1) in this construction implies that when buyers’ demands are com-

puted using their actual value functions un and their marked-up prices of (1 + α)p, the buyers’

demands are just as computed in the related economy. We apply the Shapley-Folkman Lemma

(Proposition 2) to round ω to one of the demanded allocations for each agent, while changing the

net demand for each good by at most R units. To maintain feasibility after that change, we balance

with an offsetting change from the units allocated to the auctioneer in step (3).

Excluding the auctioneer, the resulting final allocation always has supply greater than or equal

to demand—it is feasible—and its excess supply is no more than 2R units of each good. Any

17This need not be computationally expensive. For example, if the value and cost functions are reported to the
mechanism using a mixed integer program, the mechanism may simply convert integer variables to real variables to
obtain the convex hulls in the form of linear or quadratic programs.
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excess supply can result in a loss of efficiency (units allocated to the auctioneer are wasted), but

the quantity allocated to the auctioneer is bounded by a constant, that is, by an amount that is

independent of the size of the market.18

Since the excess supply of goods is bounded, the budget imbalance at price p is bounded as

well. As trade increases with the size of the economy, the markup, α, needed to guarantee budget

balance is inversely related to market size: it is O(1/N). Thus, the total welfare loss from the

markup mechanism is bounded by a constant plus a term that is inversely proportional to market

size.

Definition 4.2 (simple markup mechanism). The simple markup mechanism is the markup mecha-

nism with parameters (α∗, p∗, ω∗) determined as follows. If a Walrasian equilibrium exists accord-

ing to the reported preferences, set α∗ = 0 and choose (p∗, ω∗) to be some Walrasian equilibrium.

Otherwise, for each α > 0, consider the following convex program:

min
p∈RL

+

max
xn∈co(X),y f∈co(Y)

∑
n∈N

cav(un)(xn)

1 + α
− ∑

f∈F
vex(c f )(y f )− p ·

∑
n∈N

xn + R1L − ∑
f∈F

y f

 ,

where 1L is the vector of ones in RL. Let (pα, ω̃α) denote any solution to this program.

From ω̃α, we obtain, via Proposition 2, an allocation ωα with ‖ωα − ω̃α‖ ≤ R such that xα
n ∈

maxx∈X
1

1+α un(x)− p · x for each n ∈ N and yα
f ∈ S f (p). By construction, this ωα will be feasible

in E. Let

α∗ = min

α

∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n∈N
(1 + α)pα · xα

n − ∑
f∈F

pα · yα
f ≥ 0

 , (A)

and define p∗ = pα∗ and ω∗ = ωα∗ .

In Theorem 2, we show that the simple markup mechanism is well-defined (that is, the mini-

mum in (A) exists) and the resulting mechanism is O(1/|Nt|)-near-efficient. Before doing so, we

note some other important properties of the markup mechanism that follow directly from the con-

struction. First, the equilibrium is physically feasible and weakly budget-balanced. Second, the

equilibrium allocation and payments are individually rational for each agent. For sellers, this fol-

lows because their profits are identical to those in the pseudoequilibrium used in the construction.

18The choice of R units of each good as a set-aside for the auctioneer in step (3) is a theoretical guarantee. It might
be possible to allocate fewer units to the auctioneer in step (3) and arrive at a more efficient feasible allocation using
the same approach. We note that an alternative approach could be to start by checking for feasible allocations with
zero units set aside (these would correspond to competitive equilibria) and then increase the set-aside gradually until
a budget-feasible markup mechanism is identified, but we leave such details for future research.
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For buyers, the pseudoequilibrium price pα and consumption allocation in ω̃α satisfy

1
1 + α

un(x̃α
n)− pα · x̃α

n =
1

1 + α
un(xα

n)− pα · xα
n ≥ 0

so that un(xα
n)− (1 + α)pα · xα

n ≥ 0 as well.

Theorem 2. Let Et be a sequence of economies satisfying Assumptions 1–4. Then

(a) the simple markup mechanism is well-defined (that, is the minimum in (A) is attained),

(b) the simple markup mechanism’s markup α∗ ≤ O(1/|Nt|), and

(c) the deadweight loss of the simple markup mechanism’s allocation is O(1), so that the relative ineffi-

ciency is O
(
1/|Nt|

)
.

Although the rates of convergence in Theorem 2 are stated in terms of |Nt|, by Assumption 1,

the same asymptotic rate of convergence holds with respect to |Ft| or |At|.

4.3 Incentives

In the Walrasian and markup mechanisms, both buyers and sellers receive their optimal bundles

given their prices, so an agent can profit from false reports only to the extent that it can influence its

prices. Moreover, because the prices in the simple markup mechanism are Walrasian equilibrium

prices of a related convex economy, the limited ability of agents to manipulate Walrasian prices in

large economies implies a similar difficulty for the markup mechanism, which is the underpinning

of our incentive analysis.

We now briefly discuss the most relevant literature related to the agents’ ability to influence

prices in large markets. Roberts and Postlewaite (1976) initiated the formal literature of this sub-

ject in a study of a sequence of exchange economies with the number of agents going to infinity.

They represented the sequence of economies by measures µt on U with limt→∞ µt = µ∞, showing

that if the Walrasian price correspondence is continuous at µ∞, then each agent’s influence on the

price goes to zero as t increases. Jackson (1992) shows in the same model that an agent’s opti-

mal reported demand converges in the L∞ norm to the demand associated with that agent’s true

preferences.

Watt (2022) studies the rate of this convergence, showing that a condition on the demand and

supply correspondences, called strong monotonicity, ensures fast convergence of incentives in the

Walrasian mechanism.
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Definition 4.3 (Strong monotonicity).

(a) A buyer n is active at price p if Dn(p) 6= {0}.

(b) Buyer n’s demand correspondence Dn : RL
+ ⇒ X is strongly monotone if there exists some

m > 0 such that for all p, p′ at which buyer n is active and for all d ∈ Dn(p), d′ ∈ Dn(p′),

(p− p′) · (d′ − d) ≥ m‖p− p′‖2.

(c) A seller f is active at price p if S f (p) 6= {0} and there is some β > 1 such that S f (βp) 6= S f (p).

(d) Seller f ’s supply correspondence S f : RL
+ ⇒ Y is strongly monotone if for all p, p′ at which

seller f is active and for all s ∈ S(p), s′ ∈ S(p′),

(p− p′) · (s− s′) ≥ m‖p− p′‖2.

Strong monotonicity is a condition on how quickly demand or supply changes in response to

price changes: in settings with one good, strong monotonicity is equivalent to a lower bound on

the slope of the firm’s supply curve and an upper bound on the slope of a buyer’s demand curve.

If each buyer has strongly monotone demand and each seller has strongly monotone supply, Watt

(2022) shows that the resulting sequence of economies is perturbation-proof, which implies that the

maximum influence of any one agent on Walrasian prices is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)
, where Na

t is the number

of active agents at the Walrasian price. Furthermore, if each buyer is drawn independently at

random from some distribution µ over U and each seller is drawn independently at random from

χ over C for which the expected demand and supply correspondences are strongly monotone,

the maximum benefit of misreporting under the Walrasian mechanism is OP

(
1/|Nt|1−ε

)
for all

ε > 0.19

While the above results considered ex post incentives, Azevedo and Budish (2019) studied

interim incentives and show that the Walrasian mechanism (with a finite set of buyer and seller

types) is strategy-proof in the large, which implies that the benefit to any agent of misreporting

against any full-support, independent and identically-distributed distribution of agent types tends

to zero at O(1/|Nt|
1
2−ε) for all ε > 0.

Theorem 3, proved in Appendix B.3, adapts these results to the markup mechanism.

19Here the expectation is with respect to the measure over economies induced by draws of agents from µ and χ. We
clarify the meaning of the “expected demand and supply correspondences” in Appendix B.3.
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Theorem 3. Let (Et)t∈N = (〈Nt, µt, φt, χt〉)t∈N be a sequence of economies satisfying Assumptions 1–4

and suppose that a markup mechanism with markups αt is applied to Et.20

(a) Suppose (Et)t∈N are IPV economies drawn according to full-support probability distributions µ and

χ defined on finite type spaces U and C. Then the markup mechanism is strategy-proof-in-the-large

and O(1/|Nt|
1
2−ε)-IIC for any ε > 0.

Now suppose that the markup satisfies αt ≤ O(1/|Nt|) as in the minimal and simple markup mechanisms.

(b) Suppose that each buyer in each Et has strongly monotone demand and that each seller has strongly

monotone supply. Then the markup mechanism is O(1/|Na
t |)-EPIC, where Na

t is the number of

active buyers and sellers at the mechanism’s respective prices.

(c) Suppose that (Et)t∈N are IPV economies drawn from distributions µ and χ for which the expected

demand and supply correspondences are strongly monotone. Then, the maximum ex post benefit of

misreporting for any agent is OP

(
1/|Nt|1−ε

)
, for any ε > 0, and the mechanism is O(1/|Nt|1−ε)-

IIC.

4.4 Computational properties

While equilibrium computation is hard in general,21 the Walrasian equilibrium problem in con-

cave quasilinear economies reduces to a convex optimization problem. A wide class of such op-

timization problems are efficiently solvable, including problems with self-concordant or strongly

convex objectives. For example, Walrasian prices in economies with strongly monotone supply

and demand may be efficiently computed via tâtonnement (Watt, 2022).

In contrast, efficient allocation problems in many non-convex economies are known to be com-

putationally complex. For example, the problem of identifying an optimal allocation in the fish-

eries market of Bichler et al. (2018) involved solving a large integer programming problem, which

is known to be NP-complete. No efficient algorithms are known for such problems, although

heuristic approaches may make specific instances of such problems tractable.

Conditional on α, our simple markup mechanisms—like the Walrasian mechanism—solve

only convex optimization problems. Identifying the optimal markup α∗ in the simple markup

mechanism may be more challenging, although a binary search algorithm for α might be em-

20The markups may be determined endogenously, as in the minimal and simple markup mechanisms.
21See, for example, Chen, Dai, Du, and Teng (2009) and Daskalakis, Goldberg, and Papadimitriou (2009).
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ployed, in practice, to identify some markup that ensures weak budget balance. Since the loss of

the simple markup mechanism is O(α), small markups are associated with small losses.

4.5 Alternative mechanisms

Our markup mechanisms are related to a linear pricing mechanism which was proposed for allo-

cating commercial fisheries licenses in New South Wales: the maximum surplus anonymous pricing

mechanism described by Bichler et al. (2018).22 That mechanism solves the usual surplus opti-

mization problem

max
ω∈Ω

∑
n∈N

un(xn)− ∑
f∈F

c f (y f ),

but subject to the constraint that there exist prices pb and ps satisfying

(a) Individual rationality: for all n ∈ N, f ∈ F, un(xn)− pb · xn ≥ 0 and ps · y f − c f (y f ) ≥ 0.

(b) Budget balance: ∑n∈N pb · xn ≥ ∑ f∈F ps · y f .

A corollary of Theorem 2 is that this mechanism has a deadweight loss that is bounded by

a constant independently of the market size |N|. We have focused our analysis on the class of

markup mechanisms for several reasons. Firstly, the maximum surplus anonymous pricing mech-

anism requires the solution of non-convex optimization problems, while the markup mechanism

can be approximated by solving convex optimization problems (plus a binary search). Secondly,

optimizers of the alternative mechanisms may involve rationing at the prevailing prices, which as

we have already seen can give agents an additional incentive for false reporting that is avoided by

the markup mechanism.

5 One-sided non-convexities: the rationing mechanism

In this section, we show that it is sometimes possible to preserve large-market incentives and sig-

nificantly reduce the welfare loss by adopting a certain rationing mechanism. These mechanisms

identify a price-allocation pair in which the rationing losses are small and the budget is exactly

balanced so that the expression on the right-hand-side of the Bound-Form First Welfare Theorem

is small.
22A variant of this mechanism was later implemented in New South Wales.
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Definition 5.1 (Rationing mechanisms). A rationing mechanism outputs a Walrasian equilibrium

if one exists, or else a price and feasible allocation (p, ω) such that p · ∑n∈N xn = p · ∑ f∈F y f

with payments determined for buyers and sellers by price vector p. Allocations need not lie in

the demand sets of buyers or the supply sets of sellers given price p. A minimum-loss rationing

mechanism is a rationing mechanism with the least total rationing losses.

Rationing mechanisms could be applied in settings with two-sided non-convexities, but we

focus our analysis in this section on economies in which agents on one side of the market (for

concreteness, the buyers) have convex preferences.23

Assumption 5 (Buyers’ Side Convexity). Each valuation un ∈ U is concave and the consumption

possibility set X is a Cartesian product of intervals ∏L
`=1[0, x̄`].24

There are two reasons to conjecture that one-sided convexity might allow for more efficient

pricing mechanisms. First, the markup mechanism handles non-convexity by wasting some sup-

ply, but convexity on the buyers’ side ensures that whatever quantities producers may supply,

it is possible to identify allocations in which buyers make valuable use of the total supply. Sec-

ond, in other specific contexts, the total loss of welfare from some mechanisms has been shown to

converge to zero as the economy grows. For example, in the double auction model of Rustichini,

Satterthwaite, and Williams (1994), the expected total welfare loss is just O
(
1/|N|

)
, which is better

than the O(1) total loss of the markup mechanism. Also simulation studies of the maximum sur-

plus anonymous pricing mechanism of Bichler et al. (2018) find suggestive evidence of similarly

small deadweight losses.

The minimum-loss rationing mechanism may be challenging to compute. In fact, the following

proposition shows that its computation is at least as hard as the associated efficient allocation

problem.

Proposition 4. The allocation ω outputted by the minimum-loss rationing mechanism is efficient.

We now identify a buyers-only rationing mechanism that uses only two convex optimization

problems and has total deadweight losses converging quickly to zero in economies satisfying

strong monotonicity assumptions.

23One reason for this focus is that in our formulation of markets with two-sided non-convexities, exactly market-
clearing feasible allocations may not even exist which makes obtaining budget balance with non-zero prices impossible.
If we allowed for free disposal, this concern disappears, but we have not been able to improve on the O(1)−near-
efficiency result of the simple markup mechanism even under this assumption.

24The assumption on the shape of the consumption possibility set X plays a minor technical role in the proof of
Theorem 4.
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Definition 5.2 (Buyers-only rationing mechanism). The buyers-only rationing mechanism inputs re-

ports of values and costs from sellers and outputs the price-allocation pair (p, x′, y) determined as

follows.

Identify (p, ω̃), a solution to

min
p∈RL

+

max
ω∈X|N|×Y|F|

∑
n∈N

un(xn)− ∑
f∈F

vex(c f )(y f )− p ·

∑
n∈N

xn − ∑
f∈F

y f − RE1L

 . (ARM1)

Using Proposition 2, identify ω = (x, y) satisfying ‖ω̃ −ω‖ ≤ RE with y f ∈ S f (p) for each f ∈ F

and let s = ∑ f∈F y f be the resulting supply vector.

Now identify x′ = (x′n)n∈N solving

max
(xn)n∈N∈X|N|

∑
n∈N

un(xn) subject to ∑
n∈N

xn ≤ s (ARM2)

such that p ·∑n∈N x′n = p · s.

As in our simple markup mechanism, we use the pseudoequilibrium of a perturbed economy

to identify a price vector, but the rationing mechanism solves for the pseudoequilibrium with an

additional R units of supply rather than demand. After rounding the supply using Proposition 2

to obtain a feasible allocation ω at which all agents optimize with respect to p, there may be up to

2R units of excess demand. While the simple markup mechanism aimed to avoid excess demand,

the excess demand and convexity assumption ensure that we are able to identify a reallocation to

buyers with no wasted supply at the given prices. We do so by identifying the optimal allocation

of the fixed supply vector to the buyers. This new allocation for buyers is associated with a shadow

price vector p′ at which these bundles are exactly demanded by buyers.

In order to ensure that this reallocation is associated with a small change in shadow prices

(from p′ to p) and thus correspondingly small rationing losses, we impose an additional strong

monotonicity assumption on demand. This analysis uses the findings of Watt (2022) showing

that, with strong monotonicity, the effect of a small change in total supply on the price vector is

O
(
1/|Nt|

)
. Moreover, Watt shows that in IPV economies such that expected supply and demand

are strongly monotone, this conclusion holds with high probability. The following result is proved

in Appendix B.5.

Theorem 4. Let (Et)t∈N be a sequence of economies satisfying Assumptions 1–5.
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(a) The buyers-only rationing mechanism is well-defined: that is, a budget-balanced solution to (ARM2)

exists.

(b) Suppose each buyer has strongly monotone demand. Then the buyers-only rationing mechanism is

O(1/Na
t )-near-efficient, O(1/Na

t )-EPIC, exactly IR for sellers and O(1/Na
t )-IR for buyers, where

Na
t is the number of active buyers at the mechanism’s prices.

(c) Suppose that (Et)t∈N are IPV economies drawn from distributions µ and χ for which the expected de-

mand and supply correspondences are strongly monotone. The buyers-only rationing mechanism on

(Et) is OP(1/|Nt|1−ε)-near-efficient, O(1/|Nt|1−ε)-IIC, exactly IR for sellers and OP(1/|Nt|1−ε)-

IR for buyers.

If in addition the buyers’ preferences are separable across goods, the conclusions in (b) and (c) hold with

exact IR for buyers.

6 Discussion

This paper adopts a market-design perspective to combine and extend two older traditions: one

that evaluated reporting incentives in the Walrasian mechanism in convex economies and another

that suggested extensions of Walrasian equilibrium theory for situations without convexity. Un-

like the latter tradition, the mechanism design approach disallows physically infeasible allocations

and often requires at least weak budget balance. Our markup extension has no close antecedent

in either tradition.

There is little doubt that non-convexities in production or consumption are significant in many

sectors, which makes the restriction of the traditional Walrasian mechanism to concave value re-

ports and convex cost reports unsuitable for those applications. Similarly, there is little doubt that

anonymous linear prices have been attractive to policymakers in practice, perhaps because they

are seen as familiar, fair, and robust, so theories that require personalized or non-linear prices are

sometimes deemed unsatisfactory. Despite the importance of these applications, theory has so far

offered only limited guidance about the best ways to design suitable market rules for them.

We have shown that one can build upon traditional general equilibrium analysis to design

mechanisms with good participation and reporting incentives that are also computable, physi-

cally feasible, weakly budget-balanced, and nearly efficient. In mechanism design analyses, it is

increasingly common for researchers to describe large-market performance in terms of rates of
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convergence, and our analysis does that. We find that with additional restrictions on buyer pref-

erences, the rate of convergence to efficiency that can be achieved by a rationing mechanism is

much faster than for our markup mechanisms. The markup mechanism has the advantage that it

is simple, always individually rational, and never requires rationing. Both classes of mechanisms

have large market reporting incentives similar to the traditional Walrasian mechanism.

Our formal analysis rests in important part on our new Bound Form First Welfare Theorem,

which extends the traditional statement about efficiency of exact competitive equilibrium out-

comes to tight bounds on inefficiency of our approximate competitive equilibria. The theorem

produces a tight bound on the inefficiency of the allocation in any price-allocation pair (p, ω),

which allows the theorem to be widely applied to assess and compare different extensions of the

traditional Walrasian mechanism. The applications of this theorem to evaluate and compare our

two new market designs demonstrate its usefulness and how it can be applied.
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A Non-convexity and approximate equilibria

We begin with a slightly stronger statement of the Shapley-Folkman Lemma that is used in general

equilibrium theorem with non-convexities.

Proposition 5. Let Si ⊆ RL for i = 1, ..., N, S =
⊕N

i=1 Si and L′ = min(L, N). Then for any x ∈ co(S):

(a) (Shapley-Folkman Lemma) x = ∑N
i=1 xi where xi ∈ co(Si) and |i : xi ∈ co(Si) \ Si| ≤ L′.

(b) (Starr, 1969) If Si is ordered so that r(Si) is nonincreasing in i, then there is y ∈ S such that

|x− y| ≤
√

∑L′
i=1 r(Si)2.

(c) (Heller, 1972) If Si is ordered so that ρ(Si) is nonincreasing in i, then there is y ∈ S such that

|x− y| ≤
√

∑L′
i=1 ρ(Si)2.

These results have been used in the general equilibrium context to obtain approximate equi-

libria, which are price-allocation pairs (p, ω) such that xn ∈ Dn(p) for all n, y f ∈ S f (p) for all

f but
∣∣∣∑n∈N xn −∑ f∈F y f

∣∣∣ ≤ s for some s > 0. In particular, the allocation associated with an

approximate equilibrium may have excess demand and therefore be infeasible. The approximate

equilibrium is obtained by identifying the competitive equilibrium associated with a convexified

version of the economy (in which each agent’s upper contour set is replaced by its convex hull)

and applying the results of Proposition 5 to the resulting allocation. The approximate equilibrium

analogues of Proposition 5 are contained in Proposition 6 below.

Proposition 6. For economy E = (N, F):

(a) (Starr, 1969) There is ω ∈ co(Ω) and p ∈ RL
+, p > 0 such that |n : xn ∈ co(X)| + | f : y f ∈

co(Y)| ≤ L and for all other agents, xn ∈ Dn(p) and y f ∈ S f (p).

(b) Let rn = supū∈R r(UCū
n) and r f = supπ̄∈R r(UCπ̄

f ). Let δ ≥ 0 satisfy rn ≤ δ for all n ∈ N and

r f ≤ δ for all f ∈ F. Then there exists p ∈ RL
+, p > 0, xn ∈ X and y f ∈ Y such that xn ∈ Dn(p)

for all n ∈ N, y f ∈ S f (p) for all f ∈ F and
∣∣∣∑n∈N xn −∑ f∈F y f

∣∣∣ ≤ δ
√

L.

(c) Let ρn = supū∈R ρ(UCū
n) and ρ f = supπ̄∈R ρ(UCπ̄

f ). Let δ′ ≥ 0 satisfy ρn ≤ δ′ for all n ∈ N and

ρ f ≤ δ′ for all f ∈ F. Then there exists p ∈ RL
+, p > 0, xn ∈ X and y f ∈ Y such that xn ∈ Dn(p)

for all n ∈ N, y f ∈ S f (p) for all f ∈ F and
∣∣∣∑n∈N xn −∑ f∈F y f

∣∣∣ ≤ δ′L.
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The statement of Proposition 6(a) is standard, but the statements of Proposition 6(b) and (c)

are stronger than the classical statement due to Starr (1969) and Heller (1972). Again, the quasi-

linearity of agent preferences allows us to conclude that agents are utility- and profit-maximizing,

rather than just expenditure-minimizing.

Finally, we introduce a more general class of quasilinear preferences to which many of our

results also apply and which offer a meaningful interpretation in terms of perceived comple-

mentarity and substitutability of goods. Nguyen and Vohra (2022) introduced the concept of the

generalized ∆-single improvement property, which is a generalization of the well-known single

improvement property.

Definition A.1. The preferences of buyer n ∈ N satisfies the generalized ∆-single improvement

property (or satisfy ∆−substitutes) for some ∆ > 0 if for any price vector p > 0, any two bundles

x, y ∈ Dn(p) and any price change δp such that δp · x > δp · y, there exist a ≤ (x − y)+ and

b ≤ (y− x)+ such that:

(a) |a|+ |b| ≤ ∆

(b) δp · a > δp · b, and

(c) x− a + b ∈ Dn(p).

Here (x− y)+ denotes the vector whose `th component is max(x` − y`, 0).

The ∆ in this definition captures a measure of the substitutability and complementarity be-

tween goods. Preferences with the single improvement property of Gul and Stacchetti (1999) are

contained in the class with ∆ = 2.

By our assumption on the compactness of X and Y, all preferences and technologies satisfy the

general ∆-improvement property for some ∆ (as noted by Nguyen and Vohra (2022)). But the fol-

lowing stronger relationship between the inner radii of preferences and the ∆-single improvement

property also holds.

Proposition 7. Let rn = supū∈R r(UCū
n). Then the preferences of buyer n ∈ N satisfy the generalized

∆−single improvement property for all ∆ > 2
√

2rn.

Proof. Let the preferences of buyer n satisfy rn = supū∈R r(UCū
n). Let x, y ∈ X and p ∈ RL

+ be given

such that x, y ∈ Dn(p). Suppose |(x− y)+|+ |(y− x)+| ≥ 2rn (else the preferences immediately

satisfy the ∆ improvement property for ∆ = 2rn).
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For any ε > 0, let z ∈ RL
+ be the unique convex combination of x and y such that |x − z| =

rn + ε and write z = λx + (1 − λ)y. By construction (z, p · z) ∈ co(UCun(x)−p·x
n ). Then by the

bound on the non-convexity of the preferences, there is a set T ⊆ UCu(x)−p·x
n with rad(T) ≤ rn

such that (z, p · z) = ∑(x′,t′)∈T α(x′,t′)(x′, t′) where ∑(x′,t′)∈T α(x′,t′) = 1.

We now argue that for all (x′, t′) ∈ T, x′ ∈ Dn(p) and t′ = p · x′. To see this, note that x ∈ Dn(p)

implies un(x′)− p · x′ ≤ un(x)− p · x. Summing, we have

un(x)− p · x ≥ ∑
(x′,t′)∈T

α(x′,t′)[un(x′)− p · x′]

= ∑
(x′,t′)∈T

α(x′,t′)un(x′)− p · z

= ∑
(x′,t′)∈T

α(x′,t′)[un(x′)− t′]

On the other hand, since (x′, t′) ∈ UCu(x)−p·x
n we have un(x′)− t′ ≥ u(x)− p · x. The only way

these can simultaneously hold is if un(x′)− t′ = u(x)− p · x for all (x′, t′) ∈ T.

However, we then have ∑(x′,t′)∈T α(x′,t′)[un(x′)− p · x′] = u(x)− p · x. This implies that at least

one of un(x′)− p · x′ ≥ un(x)− p · x. But then x ∈ Dn(p) implies that un(x′)− p · x′ = un(x)− p · x

for all x′, so x′ ∈ Dn(p).

By construction, |x− x′| ≤ 2rn + ε. But then ||x− x′||1 ≤ 2
√

2rn + ε as well.

Clearly, the generalized ∆-single property can be readily extended to sellers, by replacing the

expressions for utility with those for profits, and an analogue of Proposition 7 also holds.

Nguyen and Vohra (2022) demonstrate the following approximate equilibrium result in a set-

ting with indivisibilities (so that X ⊆ ZL
+ and Y ⊆ ZL

+).

Proposition 8. Suppose all buyers’ preferences and sellers’ technologies satisfy the generalized ∆-improvement

property and that X ⊆ ZL
+ and Y ⊆ ZL

+. Then there exists p ∈ RL
+, p > 0, xn ∈ X and y f ∈ Y such that

xn ∈ Dn(p) for all n ∈ N, y f ∈ Sn(p) and for each ` ∈ L,
∣∣∣∑n∈N xnl −∑ f∈F y f l

∣∣∣ ≤ ∆− 1.

Note that the concept of approximate equilibrium in this result is somewhat stronger than the

previous results since the maximum imbalance in supply and demand is bounded good-by-good,

rather than in terms of Euclidean distance in commodity space. However, depending on the rel-

ative size of ∆, the inner radii of non-convexity and the breadths of non-convexity of preferences,

any of the approximate equilibrium bounds in Proposition 6(b), 6(c) or 8 may be strongest for our

purposes.
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B Proofs omitted from the main text

B.1 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. We offer two proofs of this claim: the first directly from the definitions and the second

highlights the relationship with the envelope theorem.

For the first proof, let x′ ∈ Dn(p′). We have that

Rn(p′, x) = un(x′)− p′ · x′ − (un(x)− p′ · x).

But since x ∈ Dn(p), we have u(x′)− p · x′ ≤ u(x)− p · x, so that

Rn(p′, x) ≤ p · x′ − p · x + p′ · x− p′ · x = (p− p′) · (x′ − x),

which is O(‖p− p′‖) since x′, x ∈ X, a compact set.

For the second proof, write

Rn(p′, x) = ûn(p′)− (un(x)− p′ · x)

= ûn(p′)− (un(x)− p · x)− p · x + p′ · x

= ûn(p′)− ûn(p) + (p′ − p) · x.

Now let p(t) = (1 − t)p + tp′ for t ∈ [0, 1] and apply the Milgrom and Segal (2002) envelope

theorem to the parametrized utility maximization problem

ûn(p(t)) = max
x∈X

un(x)− p(t) · x,

to give

ûn(p′) = ûn(p)−
∫ 1

0
(p′ − p) · d(t)dt.

for selections d(t) ∈ Dn(p(t)). Substituting into the expression for Rn(p′, x) above, we obtain

Rn(p′, x) = −
∫ 1

0
(p′ − p) · d(t)dt + (p′ − p) · x =

∫ 1

0
(p′ − p) · (x− d(t))dt

which is bounded above by (p′ − p) · (x− x′), the same expression as before, since (p′ − p) · (x−

d(t)) is increasing in t by the law of demand.
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Part (a) Fix some E and consider any sequence αi → α and selections Ri of revenues ∑n∈N(1 +

αi)pαi · xαi
n −∑ f∈F pαi · yαi

f associated with some markup mechanisms (αi, pαi , ωαi) constructed as in

Definition 4.2. We will show that limi Ri is obtainable as the revenue of some markup mechanism

(α, pα, ωα) so that the infimum in equation (A) is attained (and thus the minimum exists).

By the saddle point condition associated with the objective in Definition 4.2, we have that

there are some ω̃αi maximizing over co(Ω) the objective ∑n∈N
cav(un)(xn)

1+αi
− ∑ f∈F vex(c f )(y f ). As

αi → α, this objective hypo-converges (since it is continuous and bounded) to ∑n∈N
cav(un)(xn)

1+α −

∑ f∈F vex(c f )(y f ), so that ω̃αi → ω̃α for some ω̃α that maximizes this latter objective. By optimality,

each pαi lies in the superdifferential ∂∗ of the concavified valuation functions of each buyer and the

subdifferential of the convexified cost functions of each seller at ω̃αi . For these concave / convex

functions, the super- and subdifferential correspondences are upper hemicontinuous, so that the

sequence of pαi must converge to some pα in the super- and subdifferentials at ω̃α. Finally, since

the demand and supply correspondences are upper hemicontinuous, the convergence of prices

implies that ωαi must approach some ωα such that xα
n ∈ Dn((1 + α)pα) and yα

f ∈ S f (pα). Thus the

limit of Ri is attained as the revenue of some markup mechanism (α, pα, ωα) as required.

Part (b) For notational simplicity, we drop the index for t in the prices, premiums and allocations.

The construction in Definition 4.2 ensures, via Proposition 2, that ∑ f∈F yα
f −∑n∈N xα

n ≤ (2R)1L.

Thus, it suffices to show that for sufficiently large |Nt|, there is an α such that

α ∑
n∈N

pα · xα
n ≥ (2R)pα · 1L.

Moreover, if this α = O
(

1
|Nt|

)
, then since α∗ < α, (b) will follow. To arrive at this result, we will

show that for fixed α > 0 close enough to zero, ∑n∈N pα · xα
n is Ω(|Nt|), while pα · 1L is O(1).

Let Sα be the value of the saddle point problem

min
p∈RL

+

max
ω∈Ω

∑
n∈N

cav(un)(xn)

1 + α
− ∑

f∈F
vex(c f )(y f )− p ·

∑
n∈N

xn + R1L − ∑
f∈F

yF

 .

First, note that Sα is Θ(|Nt|) for sufficiently small α by Assumption 3. To see this, denote by

f (|Nt|) = ∑n∈Nt
un(x∗n) and g(|Nt|) = ∑ f∈Ft

c f (y∗f ). Then by Assumption 3 and the definition

of Θ(·), lim infN→∞
f (N)

N = u > 0, say, and lim supN→∞
g(N)

N = c > 0, with u − c > 0. Then
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Sα ≥ lim infN→∞
f (N)

(1+α)N − g(N) = u
1+α − c, which is positive for sufficiently small α.

Now we show that this implies ∑n∈N pα · xα
n is Ω(|Nt|) for small, fixed α. To see this, note

that since ∑ f∈Ft
c f (yα

f ) is Ω(|Nt|), individual rationality of the sellers (in the perturbed econ-

omy) implies that ∑ f∈Ft
pα · yα

f is Ω(|Nt|). But then by complementary slackness ∑n∈Nt
pα · xα

n =

∑ f∈Ft
pα · yα

f − Rpα · 1L, and since Assumption 4 implies ‖p‖ ≤ M, we must have that ∑n∈N pα · xα
n

is Ω(|Nt|).

Since for α near zero, ∑n∈N pα · xα
n is Ω(|Nt|) and (2R)pα · 1L is O(1) (where R is O(1) by

assumption 2), for sufficiently large |Nt|, there is some α (and thus some least α by (a)) such that

α ∑
n∈N

pα · xα
n ≥ (2R)pα · 1L,

and furthermore, this α is O
(

1
|Nt|

)
. Since α∗ < α, we have that α∗ is O

(
1
|Nt|

)
, as required.

Part (c) We now apply the First Welfare Bound to show that the allocation ωα∗ is approximately

efficient. In order to satisfy the assumptions on prices in Theorem 1, we imagine ωα∗ was imple-

mented with a single price vector pα∗ and (therefore) a budget deficit. Theorem 1 tells us that

S(ω∗)−S(ωα∗) ≤ R(pα∗ , ωα∗) + pα∗ ·

∑
f∈Ft

yα∗
f − ∑

n∈Nt

xα∗
n

 . (1)

By construction, in ωα∗ at prices pα∗ , no sellers are rationed, while at prices (1 + α∗)pα∗ , no buyers

are rationed. But (1) requires the rationing of buyers at price pα∗ . For this, we use Proposition 3:

since α∗ is O
(

1
|Nt|

)
and ‖pα∗‖ is bounded (by assumption 4), this implies that Rn(pα∗ , xα∗

n ) is

O
(

1
|Nt|

)
, and so R(pα∗ , ωα∗) = ∑n∈Nt

Rn(pα∗ , xα∗
n ) is O(1).

Finally, we note that the budget deficit (the second term on the right of Equation (1)) is O(1)

since the excess supply is bounded by construction and each component of pα∗ is O(1). Thus

Theorem 2 follows.

B.3 Proof of Theorem 3

Part (a) This follows by simply noting that all markup mechanisms are envy-free, and so Theo-

rem 1 of Azevedo and Budish (2019) implies the result.
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Parts (b) and (c) First we formally define the expected supply and demand correspondences-

Given distribution ν on V, The expected indirect utility function is defined pointwise for p ∈ P

by

Eν[û(p)] =
∫
V

ûn(p)dν(un),

and similarly the expected indirect profit function is

Eχ[π̂(p)] =
∫
C

π̂ f (p)dχ(π f ).

The expected demand correspondence is then Eν[D(p)] = −∂Eν[u(p)] and the expected supply

correspondence is Eχ[S(p)] = ∂Eχ[π(p)].25

Parts (b) and (c) follow directly from the corresponding theorems for the Walrasian mechanism—

namely, Theorems 1, 3 and 4 adapted as in Appendix C of Watt (2022). To see this, we show that the

objective for the markup mechanism—both under truthful reporting and after misreporting by a

single agent—differs from the objective of the Walrasian mechanism for the convexified economy

by a O(1)−Lipschitz convex function, which constitutes a perturbation under the definition in

Watt (2022). Suppose that under truthful reporting, the mechanism chooses some markup α ≥ 0

and that under a misreport by an agent, the mechanism chooses markup α′ ≥ 0. The markup

mechanism (seller) prices pα under truthful reporting minimize the dual objective

1
1 + α ∑

n∈N
ûn(p) + ∑

f∈F
π̂ f (p)− p · R1L,

while under the misreport, the (seller) price vector pα′ minimizes

1
1 + α′ ∑

n∈N
ûn(p) + ∑

f∈F
π̂ f (p)− p · R1L.

Note that these objectives do not have cav or vex in them since the indirect utility and profit func-

tions are the same for the original valuations and costs as their concavified/convexified versions.

The Walrasian mechanism for the convexified economy minimizes

∑
n∈N

ûn(p) + ∑
f∈F

π̂ f (p).

25The expected demand and supply correspondences can also be defined using the set-valued integral of Aumann
(1965), but we refer the reader to Watt (2022) for details on this construction.
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This objective and the α−objective differ by

α

1 + α ∑
n∈N

ûn(p)− p · R1L.

Since α ≤ O(1/N), we have α
1+α ≤ O(1/N) as well, while ∑n∈N ûn(p) is O(N)−Lipschitz since

its subdifferential is total demand at p which is O(N) (and the Lipschitz constant is the largest

selection from the subdifferential). This implies that the perturbation above is O(1)-Lipschitz. A

similar analysis applies for the α′-objective.

B.4 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. The minimum-loss rationing mechanism solves the non-convex problem

min
p,ω:p·∑n xn=p·∑ f y f

∑
n∈N

ûn(p)− un(xn) + p · xn + ∑
f∈F

π̂ f (p)− p · y f + c f (y f )

 .

Conditional on the minimizing price p, the allocation ω must minimize the same objective. But

with respect to ω, the ûn(p) and π̂ f (p) terms are constant, while ∑n∈N p · xn −∑ f∈F p · y f = 0 by

assumption. Thus

ω ∈ arg min
ω:p·∑n xn=p·∑ f y f

∑
n∈N
−un(xn) + ∑

f∈F
c f (y f ),

which is equivalent to the efficient allocation problem, except for the constraint that p ·∑n xn = p ·

∑ f y f , which is always binding at the efficient allocation problem by the complementary slackness

condition of the related Lagrangian problem.

B.5 Proof of Theorem 4

Part (a) Budget balance holds if for each good `, either ∑ x′n
` = s` or p` = 0. Let us suppose that

p` 6= 0, then by the complementary slackness condition of (ARM1), we must have that at price p`,

the total demand for good ` equals ∑ f ỹ`+ RE, which is greater than or equal to s` by construction.

Now suppose that ∑n x′n
` < s`. Then we could increase x′n

` for each agent up to a selection of their

total demand for good ` at p until the total consumption equals s`, since the feasible consumption

region is box-shaped (and thus a lattice). This cannot decrease the objective ∑n un(xn) of (ARM2)

since un is monotone. Thus we obtain a new x′ solving (ARM2) such that ∑n x′n
` = s`, as required.
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Part (b) From the saddle point of (ARM1) in Definition 5.2, define s̃ = ∑ ỹ f + RE. Since each

buyers’ demand is strongly monotone, we have via Theorem 1 in Watt (2022) that the price p

(which satisfies s̃ ∈ ∑n∈N Dn(p)) and any shadow price p′ (which satisfies s ∈ ∑n∈N Dn(p′)) must

satisfy ‖p− p′‖ ≤ O(1/|Na
t ), where Na

t is the number of active buyers (since s− s̃ ∼ O(1)).

Then by the expression for Rn(p, x′n) obtained in the proof of Proposition 3, we have for all

dn ∈ Dn(p) and d′n ∈ Dn(p′)

Rn(p, x′n) ≤ (p′ − p) · (dn − d′n).

Thus, by summing, we have

R(p, x′n) ≤ (p′ − p) · R1L ≤ O
(
1/|Na

t |
)

.

Employing Theorem 1 with the prices and allocation from the single-price mechanism with ra-

tioning (noting that it is budget-balanced and no sellers are rationed) thus implies that the dead-

weight loss is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)
.

The proof of incentive-compatibility is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 3(c), with the

added complication that a buyer may have an incentive to misreport in order to avoid rationing.

However, since each buyer’s rationing is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)
, the maximum expected benefit of misreport-

ing is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)

as well. To see this, consider any misreport by a single agent and the resulting

price, say p†, produced in the mechanism. Then ûn(p†) is an upper bound on the agent’s utility

under the misreport and ûn(p)−O(1/|Na
t |) is a lower bound on the agent’s utility under truthful

reporting. But by strong monotonicity, ‖p† − p‖ ≤ O(1/|Na
t |) and so by the Lipschitz property of

ûn in this environment,26 we obtain that the difference in utilities is O(1/|Na
t |) as well.

The approximate individual rationality follows from the observation that x′n ∈ maxx un(x)−

p′ · x so that un(x′n) − p′ · xn ≥ 0. Then un(x′n) − p · x′n = un(x′n) − p′ · x′n + (p′ − p) · x′n ≥

(p′− p) · x′n, which may be less than zero. However, since ‖p′− p‖ is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)

and ‖x‖ ≤ O (1),

at worst we have that the resulting allocation is O
(
1/|Na

t |
)
−individually rational.

Finally, note that if the agent’s preferences are separable in the goods, then since p′ is the clear-

ing price for a supply vector with strictly fewer of each good, we have that p′ − p is nonnegative

in this component. This then implies that un(x′n)− p · x′n ≥ (p′ − p) · x′n ≥ 0, as required.

26The Lipschitz property of ûn follows since the Lipschitz constant of a proper, convex function is the magnitude of
the largest selection from a subderivative of that function (see Theorem 9.13 in Rockafellar and Wets (2009)). For ûn,
this is a demand bundle, of bounded magnitude by the assumption that X is compact.
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Part (c) The arguments now follows almost exactly as in Part (b), but instead exploits Theorem

2 in Watt (2022), which gives that ‖p− p′‖ is OP(1/|Nt|1−ε).
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